Library Resource Quick Guide

Library website: www.arbor.edu/whitelibrary

Other Helpful Tools:

- [http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/contact-us](http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/contact-us) - Library hours, contact information, and easy links to the 24/7 chat feature, “Ask a Librarian” form, and the “Interlibrary Loan Request” form.

- [http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/distance-online-students](http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/distance-online-students) - Questions about our services to you? Look here for FAQs.

- [http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/citation-style-guides](http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/citation-style-guides) - Helps for working on APA citations.

- [http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/tutorials](http://sites.arbor.edu/whitelibrary/tutorials) - Look here for helpful videos and handouts on assorted library topics.

Questions? Please contact us!

saulibrary@gmail.com

or

517-750-6445